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N O T I C E
THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN REPRODUCED FROM THE
BEST COPY FURNISHED US BY THE SPONSORING
AGENCY. ALTHOUGH IT IS RECOGNIZED THAT CER-
TAIN PORTIONS ARE ILLEGIBLE, IT IS BEING RE-
LEASED IN THE INTEREST OF MAKING AVAILABLE
AS MUCH INFORMATION AS POSSIBLE.
NOMENCLATURE
Some symbols which are used only in small parts of the
paper are defined there but omitted from this table.
General tensor notation is used in the first part of the
analysis. In particular, the summation convention is implied,
and a comma preceding a subscript indicates covariant differ-
entiation.
Cf - local skin friction coefficient
Cp - specific heat at constant pressure
cv - specific heat at constant volume
e - internal energy
g.j - matrix tensor
G
w
- ratio of wall temperature to free stream stag-
nation temperature, Tw/T0
H - see Eq. (7)
k - conductivity
K - u'"uI
M - Mach number
p - pressure
PT - dimensionless constant
q - V
R - gas constant
Rex - Reynolds number based on distance from the
leading edge, peUex/4e
(k aT/6y)w
St - Stanton number, C( pe (Taw-TW)
T - absolute temperature
i
Taw - adiabatic wall temperature
Te - free stream stagnation temperature
u
i
or u,v,w, - velocity components
Vc, VVT, VTT - dimensionless constants
x i or x,y,z - coordinate system
- Kronecker delta
5 j
Y - ratio of specific heats, cp/cv
699 - boundary layer thickness, value of y for
which u = 0°99 ue
- value of 699 for Re = 106
X,A - scalar measures of length
P,~L* - first and second coefficients of viscosity
p - density
ra - ratio of mean density to mean temperature, p/rT
1i - stress tensor
- see Eq. (6)
- see Eqo (5)
Subscripts
e - free stream conditions
s - derivative with respect to temperature
t - derivative with respect to time
w - wall conditions
Bars indicate mean values and primes indicate departures
from the mean.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A simple analytical model of transition was constructed by
the authors in 1967 in order to study whether stream tube
stretching effects might be responsible for the low Reynolds
number transitions of boundary layers near the stagnation
points of blunt bodies (Ref. 1). This simple model was not an
invariant model and could not, therefore, form the basis for any
general theory of turbulent shear layers. The model did, how-
ever, predict a number of features of actual turbulent boundary
layers with sufficient accuracy to encourage its originators to
undertake the development of an invariant model designed expressly
for the computation of turbulent shear flows. For the case of
incompressible shear layers, the development of the model was
not too difficult (Ref. 2). The model for incompressible layers
follows closely the pioneering work of Kolmogorov (Ref. 3),
Prandtl (Refo 4),Chou (Ref. 5) and Rotta (Ref. 6) in that it
seeks a second-order closure of the equations for the mean and
fluctuating velocity fields that were originally studied by
Reynolds (Ref. 7).
From the inception of our work on incompressible turbulent
shear flow, the ultimate goal of our efforts has been the
development of a method for computing the behavior of shear
layers in compressible flows. This aspect of our research
efforts in turbulent modeling has been supported in its entirety
by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. In this
report, we will present the results that have been obtained to
date under NASA contracts NASW-1777 and NASW-2224.
This study has been limited to the case of a flat plate
boundary layer where the mean pressure can be taken to be
constant. Thus, we restrain somewhat the complexity of the
analysis.
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2. AINALYScI
The basic equations used in tjhis study are the following:
Continuity
(1)Pt + (pUB ) = 0
Moment um
Puit + pu Ui, = - p) + T-
,i i,i
-=- gj2 "u
i
+ u ,i + 6iUi t ~ , ~ iI +l' o
pe t + pu e = - pusi + i
= - H
m
t{ = - g l(T OK )
, '
The thermodynamic relations of a "calorically perfect" gas are used
p = pRT (8)
e = c T
V (9)
where R and c
V
are constants.
Writing the dependent variables in these equations as the
sum of a mean and fluctuating part (p = p + p', for example), we
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where
Energy
(2)
where
(3)
and
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
can deduce equations for the mean quantities and the second-
order correlations of the fluctuations by protracted manipula-
tions. The resulting set of equations will be less formidable
if we make some simplifying assumptions. They are
1) Fourth-order correlations are neglected.
2) Third-order correlations involving [l, A*, or- k are
neglected.
3) The fluctuations p' and T' are related by
pT' + Tp' = O (10)
4) The mean flow is steady.
5) The mean pressure is constant
= (11)
6) The fluctuations in viscosity and heat conduction are
related to the temperature fluctuations by the
expressions
Ii' = RST'sT
,*' =..4*T' (12)
k' = k T'
s
'i. = ~STi
phi = WsT (13)
k' = k T'
,i s i
where the subscript s denotes a derivative with respect to
temperature evaluated at T
The- first two of these assumptions are based on the known
properties of compressible turbulent boundary layers; the terms
in question are at least quite small if not entirely negligible.
The third assumption needs further explanation. If the mean of
the equation of state
p= R(pT + p'?T) (14)
is subtracted from the equation of state (8), we obtain
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p' = R(pT'.+ Tp' + p'T' - p'T') (15)
Experimental evidence [Ref. 81 shows that for a boundary layer
on a flat plate p!'/p is-small in comparison with T'/T and
p'/p . On this basis we assume that-(15) is dominated by the
first two terms on the right-hand.side, i.e., that (10) is true)
and that p' is of the order of..the last two terms in (15).
The fourth andsfifth assumptions are appropriate to'the
flat plate boundary layer flow underinvestigation., The sixth
assumption.is justifiable when the first two assumptions are
valid.
The divergence of..the velocity fluctuation u'l is
evaluated by the following steps. The equation obtained by
subtracting the mean of the continuity equation from the contin-
uity equation itself may be'interpreted as the'relation govern-
ing p' . It.is linearized in the fluctuations, giving:
Pt + +up'. + u' + = O (16)
A similar procedure using the. energy-equation yields
pet + pu el + P u-e + pu' e =
- Pu-'T - p'u B + '' (17)
Using (9) and (10) and taking into account the assumptions noted
above, (16) and (17) can be combined to give
up= R -R c (18)
v p yp
It'is now practical.to write the equations for the mean
quantities and for the second-order correlations. They are
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pu~Gi,. - au
pu Uii - au! Ttu W R + (pu'Tu - ouT'I - Gu'UITI ), 
-i
+ ( pu 7 - u-oT'T' - u' T'T' 
----
= -pu +w
pu (u!u:) , + (Pu'u - .ouQ t _ujT' ),2
t (u~e i1 a 
- ouj iTu - ou!T'uI uj,1 J.I
+ (U'u i.T')uiu
2, j--
upi,
+ U'UpU 2 - 'ul utTu u u I u' r =3 1,21 j,2
= - (up' ), i - (upl) ,j
+ pu, i+ pu: + ujl + u+. ,0,i 1,j I 1, 1 J,
+ (pu' 2 T'T
+ (u'T' )
+ 2U'TT'pT
' -u aT'T'T ' )
T'T' - 2aT'T'u T
- 2ou' T'T'TT =
- 1~~~~~~~~~~~
2 _~-2
= 2 T'i' - 2p'T'u
5
- ou' T'T ,cv T[ i
(19)
(20)
(21)
(22)
c v pu~(T'T' )
°C uv (uIT'') +
V ~ i , \P uT' - u OU
i T'T' + ( T u7T-1 , i 
i-T I iu I --
- au
z
T'u T oT'T'u u + u' u'pT
1 , 1,1 i,
+ u' T'pui,Pu,Q (ju I -u I T- ou' uiT'T -ou T'T'u1 , i, i=
i
1 
_ D
- i- uip'u 2 - cv(P'T') i
+ Cv 'T' + c T i,i 11 v ,i (23)
In these equations,
o = p/T (24)
T = = 1w7 + u 2 1 ) / L , Tlu 1 + 6¾L*u2! ( i,Q + %,i + % ( Tu' i I \ -C H , '  '  ',i (I2(25)
= - , ' = ' I- H' (26)
= 2 ,m.
cP it , m
+ umnI + (u,',m
gu' u' (u u'm ,
mn / -
+ 4s g lUln n ,i T' u" (27),
2),m + ks(T'T' ) m'm s I I ~~~~~~~~~
-1
i
_!
(28)
=m 
- g9m I(I(uiut) ) - 2~tu! u:
g (4 1 j ),m,2 , j,m i Q-
+ 24 j ( uu + u )uIi j ,i I /j
+ Ps
F
+ 
g'],m + m , 
m Lf j1
~L _ ~~~~~~-] 
(U. +uj,m
- (Ujm + Um,j
+ muT' JU 'm I , Ij
i )uT' - (iLm+ .)T'uj,m,j 1 , m rn,i J,2
-)T'u' T'4_ 
__ 
+ u
-mi- (29)j
- u T'u! . + T'u iI (29)
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H= - m g (kT
~Uj'Z"i g~~ + U' ~_I
i ' i I 
7
gmm + fi I(guTmT'u.gILT'u' , gIu + )
+ gmim +
+ g + i)T'Ti,m Um, i 
+ g mui, m, 
2 s [( mTT
+ Um,i,i)T'T')
m
+ u .T'T'
/ m,i JImT,] i
= Ui'U + u I uun U U'm)2 J.,m m -i~, ,n
+e P gmnu--T'(uI n + Un, Y)
T'' = rT'u'm + u£ ,m ,m [(gmnT'un + T'u
'
+s
g
mnTT
- - - -
(,n + Un)] + !asuU m TT'
- i ,L
= kg uiT' mi ,,m
- 2T ,T u itm
+ ksg u TITm + 2T,(uTI) ,m
s ),,m , 'm
(33)
- T'H' - 2 kg m TIT') m
2 ,a~
- 2T jT' 1
,£ ,mj + ksg m(TTT T) m
We now display the models used to close the above-listed set
of equations. As in Ref. 2, we set
Pl u + P=ui j q = - p 7(uu l K)ji i,j ' J 3
where
2 aq K U' u'
and -A (A1 in Ref. 2) is a scalar length to be determined.
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(30)
+ *- -m
+ s u u mT' '
s 11 Im I (31)
- u'H.
(32)
(34)
(35)
( 36)
T IUI
To the same order that (10) is justified, it is unnecessary to
modify (35) for the effect of nonzero divergence of the turbulent
velocity field. By analogy with (35), we write
p'T'1- (37)
P T 
-i PPT T (37)
where PT is a dimensionless parameter.
Again following Ref. 2, we write
u'uu = - V Aq uiu)k uk)i + (u + (ui)] (38)
where VC is a dimensionless parameter. (In Ref. 2, A2 repre-
sents V A .) Analogously we set
C
u'uT' = - VvTAq uiT')j + (u!T (39)!J V
uT'T' = - VTTAq(T'T') (40)
where VVT and VTT are dimensionless parameters.
In accord with the approximation (10), we model
U!p' = 0 (41)
This corresponds to setting A3 = 0 in Ref. 2. By analogy,
p'T' = 0 (42)
We also set
T'T'T' = 0 (43)
From Ref. 2 once more
g u!u'
u! u' n . (44)imm j,n 3 X2
Analogously, g u!T'
u! T' _ (45)
,m ,n 3 2
g T'T'T' T' mn (46)
,m , n 3 2
In these models, X is another scalar length to be determined.
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We also set
uiu'k = (Uu!)k (47)
('u' )T' j 3 giTIu7, (48)
As mentioned above, many of the models are taken from Ref. 2.
Most of the others are similar to models we have used in
studies of atmospheric turbulence [Ref. 9]. The models (43),
(47), and (48) are new to this study.
Using the notation
SV = q/A (49)
ST PTq/A (50)
we substitute from (25) through (50) back into (19) through
(23) to obtain the following set
pu ui, - ou' T'uI + pu' u - 1u uITt
+ VVTAqag ((uIT') m + (umT'i ),
g (4(uim + m, i)),L + (i*ul),iR /-(·u + + ~u ~ a),i (51)
PU;T , - ou' TI'T + u'T' - au TT' + VTTAqag (Tt
'
),mj,
1 a 1 g ,mn 
Cv v .
+ (u ,um) um+ 2 +1 - -m
+gm )(kT ,m + 2ks(T'T') (52)
, ) 9
p(uuj) ), - gm [VcpAq(( uiu ),mg ~~I j ),
+ VTAq ((uTi) Ij
+ (u'U') + (Umui)
+ (ujT')
ij m-,i + ,
+(UJT,),),
+ (uT' )>, u u! - auT'5u~u .1 j I a
+ pu u-JUUiUi, 
- oui'T uui,j ,
+ pu' uui,i ~
+ VvTAqagm [(( UmT ) iVT m I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~+ (u!T, )m)j
+ (u!T') Ui-! I M) Oi,e
=-s v (:j 3 gi jK) + g (m(u,) -) m
- 2= + +
+ Ig UIm + Um j+ Ps9 ~~~u? (Uj,   I
Ij + (u )j)i
)+ u: T'(U + U m )]
+s [(* U m ) +(uJT' - m ) iS ,m , j ,m 
_ gm (VTTPAq(.TT, ) m) , + (u' T'.)
- 2aT'T' T, puT 'T + 2 gVTTAqa(T'T') m'T /I
, m +
2 (sgmn - )+ -U -m cp- Ug ,(Un + U .) + 11*u U TIT'C p I Us,n n,m s T'T
1 gm(T.- 2 TT'
+Cp ' m x 2
+ 2 ksgn m(T"T'I ) ] (54)
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+ u j
(53)
,$T'T'
,a
+ TTAqu ( T 'T ') i + ( u 'T ') uT'
1
- aT'T'u2ui U - auuT'u T
iae 1 gI
+ pu'lT'ui + pu' ui T + VTTAqag (T'T'),
m
u i, t
+ VVTAqagm((ui T ') m + (UmT') i)T 
1 (g nk + g mn ) u
.C. + nm(u ,, n  n + I*s m] utT'
Cp mn,2 s i ,m2 i
7 2PSTu! -
+ m m[(i. (Iim + U )) +TT(i + i)
+ 2 -·s[(ET T I m)- + T TIu m, (55)
In these equations, p. , , k n ,s ) ,s and ks are known
functions of T ; p is a known constant ; and from (14) and
(10o). _
_ p_ _ (56)
R(- T'T'/T)
After nondimensionalizing the equations, we next expand
them by inserting numerical values for the free indices and
implementing the summation convention. This task was accomplished
by the computer program TENSR which was developed for this project
under NASA Contract NASW-1777. The resulting equations were then
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reduced to their two-dimensional boundary layer form. In
terms of the Cartesian coordinates x, y, z (instead of xl,
x2, x3 ) and the velocity components u, v, w (instead of ul,
u2, u3), the criteria used for dropping terms were
w= 0 (57)
0 (58)
v << u (59)
a << T (60)
ax by
but with u6/6x the same order as va/3y . In the resulting
equations, it can be observed that there is no production term
for v'w' and that the only production terms for u'w' and
w'T' contain the factor v'w' In addition, none of the other
unknowns depend on v'w' , u'w' , or w'T' in any way. We,
therefore, no longer consider these three quantities or the
equations governing them.
The resulting set of equations then becomes the following:
puux + pVUy - ov'T'uy + (pu'v')y + (VvToAq(u'T'y)y= (=Uy)y
(61)
puTx + pvTy - ov'T'Ty + (pv'T')y + (VTToAq(T'T)y)y
(Y - )(u+ y) + ( - )M
e
Y + (v'v')yy +2
+ Y(kT)y + X ks(T'T')yy (62)
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pu(u'u')x + pv(u'u')y + 2pu'v'uy - (VCPAq(u'u'u)y)
+ CUU, u I SV((v'v' + W'w')
- 2au'T'(uu
x
+ VUy) + 2VVT CAq(uT')yUy
= (1(ulul)y)y + 2ps (ulTly)y (63)
PU(V'V')x + PV(v'V')y - 3(VcPAq(vvl')y)y + CUU v ' v '
- (U'u, + WIW )
= (i(vIv)y)y + 2% Ty(vIvl)y (64)
pdu('W')x + P(w-" )y - (VcPAq(w'w')Y)y + CUW'WI
pSV(luI + v'v')
= ((ww)y)y (65)
(u'V' )x + (uv)y + pv'v'uy - 2(VAq(u'v')y)y
+ CUVu'v' -ov'T(uu
x
+ vuy) + 2VvTaAq(v'T')yuy
= (('V')y)y ( + Ty S(V'T'U)y (66)
pu(T'T')x + pV(T'T')y + 2pv'T'Ty - (VTTPAq(T'T')y)y
+ CTTT'T' - 2T'T'(uTx + vTy) + 2VTTOAq('T'l)yTy
= R((T'T') )y + 2ks(T'T'Ty)y (67)yy y~~~~~~~~~(7
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pu(u'T')x + pv(u'T')y + p(v'T'uy + u'v'Ty) - (VvTPAq(u'T')y)y
x y P yyy
+ CuTU'T' - oT'T'(uux + vuy)- c7u'T'(uTx + vTy)
+ oAq(VTT(T'T' )yUy + VvT(U'T')yTy )
= ( - 1)Mel(u'u') u + (k(u'T')y)y
+ ks(uTTy)y + ~s(T'T'uy)y + [  T'T'uy (68)
i,-(v'T')x + -p(v'T')y + pv'v'Ty - 2(VvTpAq(v'T')y)y
+ CuT'T' - ov'T'(uTx + vTy) + 2aAqVvT(vT')yTy
= l( - 1)Me2I(u'V')yuy + (vT)y)y + ks(VT'TI)y
(69)
The mean of the continuity equation is appended to these
equations, i.e.,
(Pu)x + (Pv)y - (ov'T')y = 0 (70)
which is used to determine v since the equation for the
momentum in the y direction is not useful for determining v
in a boundary layer.
The following new symbols appear in (61) through (69):
CU = (av'T')y + + SV (71)
C + PS (72)
CUV = (ov'T')y + k2& + (72)
2k 2( i )M2 t [2
CTT = (VIT')y + 2 -) -s [y (73)
CUT = (av'T')y + * + k 1 2 (7 4)y 2 * PST -(Y - 1)MeLsuy (74)x
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Me is the Mach number of the free stream and enters the equations
in the process of making them nondimensional. The viscosity p
has been made nondimensional by dividing it by PeUeL where L
is the reference length. Similarly, k has been made nondimen-
sional by dividing by cpPeueL. Note that, under the boundary
layer and modeling assumptions, the second coefficient of viscos-
ity 4* has dropped from the equations entirely.
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3. NUMERICAL STUDY
The numerical integration of Eqs. (61) through (69) was
performed by an implicit finite-difference method. In this scheme,
nonlinear terms are handled by arbitrarily evaluating a portion
of such terms at the known position value, leaving a linear factor
containing one of the unknowns. For this system of nine equations
in nine unknowns, each element of the tridiagonal matrix which
arises in the application of the implicit method is itself a
nine X nine matrix. The process, of writing Fortran statements
to evaluate the elements of these matrices was largely accom-
plished by a computer program called DIFFR which was also developed
for thi.s project under Contract No. NASW-1777.
The program that performed the numerical integration of the
finite-difference equations was debugged on the IBM 1130 at A.R.A.P.
Rental time on a META-4 facility was used for actual program execu-
tion.
The values of the parameters that have been found successful
in previous numerical studies (Ref. 2) were used. Accordingly,
A was set equal to the smaller of 0.7y and 0.15699 , where
69 9(x) is the value of y for which u = 0.99 ue ; X was
determined from
22 A2
a + bpqA/p
where a:= 2.5 and b = 0.125 , and Vc was set equal to 0.1
As a first approximation, we set VVT = 0.1 , VTT = 0.1 , and
PT = 1.0 since these parameters did not appear in the earlier
studies.
The viscosity was determined by the Sutherland law with the
constant equal to 1140C . The Prandtl.number was taken as 0.71
A free stream temperature of -55 C and y = 1.4 were used. The
initial conditions on u and T as functions of y were approx-
imately the laminar profiles appropriate to the given Mach number,
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Reynolds number, and wall cooling conditions. The turbulent corre-
lations u'u' , v'v' and ww'w were given small initial values
(the maximum for each was 105 relative to- u2 ) in a "spot" of
turbulence extending from about y = 0.2699 to y = 0.699 The
other turbulent correlations were set to zero.
Five full runs were executed, with the remaining parameters
varied according to the following table.
Rexi Rexf Me Gw
4 72 x 10 107 0 1.0
4 72 x 10 107 0 0.8
0 3510 3 1.0
5 1x 105 2 108 6
5 x 105 107 6 0.8
Here, Rexi and Rexf represent the initial and final values
of the Reynolds number based on x ; Me is the free stream
Mach number and Gw is the ratio of the wall temperature to the
free stream stagnation temperature.
In Fig. 1, we show the curves of local skin friction coeffi-
cient, cf , versus Reynolds number for the five runs. The values
and trends follow previous experimental and theoretical work.
In Fig. 2, we show the heat transfer at the wall as a func-
tion of Reynolds number for the two Me = 6 cases. Since the
heat transfer is negligible for Gw = 0.8 , we assume that case
represents an adiabatic wall. The recovery factor is, therefore,
Taw Te 0.8 x 8.2 - 1
r 0 = ¥.2 -1 0- 77
e e
This is considerably lower than the usually accepted value of
about 0.89
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Knowing the adiabatic wall 'temperature, the Stanton number
for the other Me = 6 case can be determined. In Fig. 3, we show
the variation of St along with the Reynolds analogy factor,
2St/cf . Again, there is considerable discrepancy between these
values and those generally reported in the literature. For example,
although-there is considerable scatter in the data presented in
Ref. 10 , the values of the Reynolds analogy factor given there
are almost all below 1.3
For the Mach number zero case, the adiabatic wall temperature
is the free stream temperature and the recovery factor is inde-
terminate. The Stanton number can be calculated for the case
G
w
- n;8 and is found to range from 1.24 to 1.32 , again some-
what high.
These results concerning recovery factor and Stanton number
indicate that some adjustment of the model parameters is in order.
As was mentioned above, there was no precedent to establish values
for VVT, VTT, and PT , so it is not surprising that the values
chosen were somewhat off the mark.
Profiles of the dependent variables for the case Me = 6,
Gw = 0°8 at Re
x
= 10 million are shown in Figs. 4-6 . It
appears that T has a high slope at the wall but, as will be
shown below, this is not the case; the change in slope cannot be
represented at the scale of Fig. 4. With regard to the small
hump in the v profile near the outer edge, it may be worth
remarking that the hump does not exist in a plot of pv which
increases smoothly with y
The profiles of v'v' and w'w' -are nearly identical
except that the peak value of w'w' is a little higher, but
v'v' spreads a little farther at the outer edge. Both these
effects are easily explained by the factor 3 in the velocity
diffusion term for v'v' in (64), whereas the corresponding
term in (65) for w'w' has the factor 1
Figures 7-11 show the development of the profiles through
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and past transition for u , v , T , u'v' and u'T' (the latter
two being fairly typical of all the correlations), still for the
case Me = 6 and G
w
= 0.8 . It should be noted that 699 ,
the quantity used to normalize the ordinate in those plots, varies
widely as a function of Re
x
as shown in Fig. 12. Also, in that
figure, the curve of cf vs. Rex for this case is repeated and
the values of Rex for which profiles are plotted in Figs. 7-11
are indicated. It is of interest that there is a stage early
in transition where v is negative for all y and 699 stops
growing.
A different perspective on transition is obtained if the pro-
files are all plotted with the same y scaling. This is done in
Figs. 13-17. For the larger Reynolds numbers, of course, only a
portion of the profile is shown. In Fig. 13, it is seen that
Ka/6y at the wall increases and then decreases as the Reynolds
number increases - the same effect seen in the cf curve (Fig.
12).
In Fig. 15, it is clear that 6T/6y at the wall does, in-
deed, stay 'close to zero for this case, in contrast to the appar-
-ent slope for high Reynolds numbers in Figs. 4 and 9.
This whole group of profiles shows that changes in conditions
close to the wall are relatively slow, compared to the impression
one might get from Figs. 7-11.
In Figs. 18-22, profiles are presented for all five cases at
a Reynolds number of ten million. In order for the temperatures
and temperature fluctuations to be comparable among the cases, we
have normalized them by dividing by Tw - Te rather than Te .
Hence, the case Me = 0 , G
w
= 1 (for which Tw = To = Te) is
omitted from Figs. 20 and 22.
These sets of profiles illustrate the quantity of detail
available from the computer runs. It should be emphasized that
the curves demonstrate the behavior of our model. The relation-
ship between the details shown.and those of real flows is yet
to be established.
19
4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A simplified set of equations for the means and second-order
correlations in a compressible turbulent flow at constant pressure
has been derived. The set has been closed using the principles
of invariant modeling and further simplified by boundary-layer
assumptions. Finally, the equations have been written in finite-
difference form and solved numerically.
Five cases, representing different Mach numbers and wall
temperatures, have been run using one set of values for the
parameters introduced in the modeling. The results are very
encouraging since they show many of the characteristics of real
compressible boundary layers and are quantitatively correct.
We feel that this Study should be continued along two lines.
First, more runs should be made with the current program to under-
stand in more detail the balances involved in the model in order
to determine those changes required to improve results. Second,
work should begin on the extension of the model to cases where
the mean pressure is not a constant.
We thank John Yates, Barry Gilligan and Milton Teske for
their contributions to this study, the staff of the Management
Science Department of Batten, Barton, Durstine and Osborn for
their cooperation in sharing their computer, and Sylvia Harrington
for her excellent typing.
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